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Durability is key to help prevent vehicle breakdowns. Down time kills productivity. That's why
the PRO XD is designed for less frequent service, easier to conduct daily maintenance checks,
and more sensors to alert the user of possible issues before they require vehicle service. Safety
is number one for government and commercial users, and the PRO XD is engineered from the
inside out for jobsite safety, including orange seatbelts and decals for high visibility, standard
backup alarm and horn, and speed-limited for jobsite compliance. Two passenger all-wheel
drive commercial gas utility vehicle. Four passenger all-wheel drive commercial gas utility
vehicle. Two passenger all-wheel drive commercial diesel utility vehicle. Four passenger
all-wheel drive commercial diesel utility vehicle. Whether you are looking to move people or
goods, the PRO XD can be used across many industries and applications. Skip to content Skip
to navigation Skip to footer. PRO XD. Watch Video. Menu Menu. Industry-Leading Features.
Durability Durability is key to help prevent vehicle breakdowns. Serviceability Down time kills
productivity. Safety Features Safety is number one for government and commercial users, and
the PRO XD is engineered from the inside out for jobsite safety, including orange seatbelts and
decals for high visibility, standard backup alarm and horn, and speed-limited for jobsite
compliance. View All Features. Drive Type AWD. View More View Less. Read More. Packages to
optimize Comfort and Safety. Explore Gallery. Learn More. Polaris Commercial Industries. See
The Industries. Does not include destination charge and set-up. No machine provides more
self-reliance on a hunt, pulls more of its own weight on the farm, makes conquering trails that
much easier, or delivers more bang for your hard-earned buck. Adding to the fun and getting
more for your money has never been easier. The With industry-leading 8 gallons of sealed
storage and a factory-installed third headlight you'll be going further even if the sun goes down.
Get more done with a factory-installed hitch receiver and more than 1, lb towing capacity, lb
payload capacity and a combined lb front and rear rack capacity. Available on select models
only. Hard-working performance of the Sportsman H. Daily payment does not include taxes,
title, insurance or any other dealer fees, depending on customer credit quality, an additional
down payment may be required. All pricing, specifications, claims, and information contained
on this website are based upon current knowledge available at time of publication and are
subject to change without notice, and Polaris assumes no responsibility for changes in pricing
or specifications. Polaris assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies, opinions, or
omissions on this website. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Sportsman H. Sage
Green is rated 4. Rated 2 out of 5 by Rogue from Problems Bought the bike in August. Rode it
around my yard, easing it in for the first 25 hours like I was told. No problem. Hulauled it to the
hunting camp with only eight hours use, opening day wouldn't start. Had to go to a dealer near
by and neaded a new spark plug. Guy new what it was without looking at it. No problems rest of
the week. Haul it home in snowy conditions in an open trailer. Cant get it to move a few feet. Sits
for a couple days works fine. Hunt a second week where it had to be hauled. On the way home
more snowy condition, bike again wouldn't move or run properly. Had dry again. Love the bike
other than the fact you can't take anywhere on a open trailer unless it's clear skies. Date
published: Rated 2 out of 5 by Tommyboy57 from Dissapointed I already submitted a review and
received no feedback on my comments. I do not even know why I am wasting my time with
submitting this one. It has already been in for warranty repairs for rattles cheap plastic and two
broken motor mounts. They were broken right off the show room floor. Clearly the dealership in
Tomahawk, WI Erv's, where I bought it, rather impulsively must have used the machine and very
roughly, as it is hard to believe it made it off the assembly line like that. I am very disappointed
and have been a long time Polaris owner. Rated 3 out of 5 by Nonerpride from Decent machine
for reduced price Hunting and property work. Reliable brand name. OEM spark plug was
garbage; fouled out in 4-hrs run time - replaced. Antifreeze and battery poorly located; subject
to impact from debris and rocks from front wheels - fabricated kydex deflectors. Smooth
engine; plenty of power, especially in low. Fairly quiet. Pre-wired for winch; present surprise.
Would recommend others to purchase; be prepared to make a couple cheap improvements.
After having it a month or so, it started cranking slow. Then two weeks ago, it would not start,
just spin over. Hauled it to dealership, it was there for 10 days. I was called and told it was ready
and that the fuel pump had went bad and was replaced. I picked it up this past Saturday,
unloaded and parked it in the garage. Went to ride it Sunday, no start, just spins over. Called
dealership today, and was told to bring it back in and drop it off. Not to happy with my purchase
at this point. Rated 4 out of 5 by Nolco from Great machine annonying hicups I bought this
machine to use for snow plowing. The plow has since broken and been replaced under
warranty. However I told the salesman I was going to use the machine for commercial sidewalks
and the plow is definitely not up to the job. Next year I will have to purchase another plow
brand. I think the idea is good but the cutting edge needs to be replaced again after one storm.
Also the machine has done a few weird things when it gets wet ie check engine light coming on,

sputtering, and stalling. I will say the warranty process for the plow was great. I came with a
broken plow and left with a new one. As far as smooth ride power for towing wood it lacks
nothing. It's still new to me so some things are yet to be determined. I guess if I was forced to
complain about something it would be the gas cap and the flat racks. Gas cap is hard to fill with
5 gallon tank which most use I get that wasn't to sell you the Polaris addons but their is very
nice American made gear that mounts to bars very easily that simply don't work well with this
set up. Like I said if I had to complain that's all the rest of the machine has surpassed my
expectations. Rated 2 out of 5 by Derb from Disappointed so far I have had the bike for about
two months. Excited to ride. Older ho has been great but getting a little tired and unreliable so I
treated myself to a new one. Taken it up to the cottage three times now. Has come back each
weekend basically unridden. Getting towed back to the trailer. Into the shop each time. Towed
again. Back to the dealer. Maybe one day I can ride with the boys again. Warranty is nice but
Polaris should be doing something for me for the inconvenience and disappointment. Darren
Date published: Rated 4 out of 5 by Nope1 from Comfortable and easy to ride So far so good but
the rattle from the air cleaner neck hitting against the plastic by the fuel take drives me nuts!
The shifter could be smoother and hit each gear with more definition instead of just passing by
the wanted gear. Also the one break system on the rear should be switched to a second rear
break in my opinion. I'm used to using alot of front break from my dirt bike days but this isn't a
dirt bike. I do love the comfort and size of the quad and I haven't gotten past the break in period
so I haven't been on the throttle too much to comment on power, but I'm sure it there. Overall
I'm pleased but wish some of the things I mentioned in the top of were different. Build Get Local
Price. Menu Menu. Learn More. Factory Choice Packages Available. WIDTH 48". Options Sage
Green. View More View Less. Get Local Price. Options Sonic Blue. Pack Out and Go. Go Further
With More. View Full Specs. Tackle any obstacle on the Farm, Ranch or Trail. Shop All
Accessories. Compare ATV Models. Inventory Search. View Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In.
Shop Accessories. The most trusted ATV in the industry just got better. Watch the video and
see it in action. Legendary Sportsman suspension delivers the smoothest ride to absorb bumps
of all sizes. Stronger, quieter, and more durable. A new battery with easy charging access
ensures reliable starts. New sealed suspension bushings stay smooth, quiet, and cut down
maintenance. More accomplished than ever before with best-in-class integrated storage, an
increased 1, lb towing capacity, a combined lb rack capacity, and all new accessories. This
machine boasts the most ease of use yet. The best-selling automatic 4x4 ATV in the world,
upgraded to be the smoothest, strongest, and most versatile machine on the market. Legendary
performance with high-output Electronic Power Steering, twin tail lights, volt accessory outlet
and front and rear rack extenders. Legendary performance, upgraded with premium features for
the ultimate ride. Go further with 1,lb towing capacity, and show your style with premium paint
and custom graphics. Paired with the legendary ride experience go further than ever before.
Take control of your ride with the Sportsman Trail. Precision engineered with upgrades such as
rugged front and rear trail bumpers, 26" duro tires, a 2, lb. Get more done with infinite tie-down
versatility with front and rear metal racks. Have more confidence through the brush with a front
utility bumper. Features industry-first Ride Control. This NEW package pulls in the top
performance features like sealed bushings, arched A-Arms, 26" ground dominating tires plus
LED upper and lower headlights. They are our passionate experts - men and women who live,
breathe, and think outdoors every day. Your passion for trail riding has no limit and neither
should your ATV. Sportsman has always worked as hard as you do. Also equipped with
industry-first Ride Control offering low-speed modulation, 3-way drive mode, plus geofencing
and speed limiting. Dial-up your Sportsman to work smarter or improve trail performance with
time-and-money saving factory-installed Utility or Trail packages. All pricing, specifications,
claims, and information contained on this website are based upon current knowledge available
at time of publication and are subject to change without notice, and Polaris assumes no
responsibility for changes in pricing or specifications. Polaris assumes no responsibility for any
inaccuracies, opinions, or omissions on this website. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to
footer. Rated 4 out of 5 by Caretaker from Awesome for a farm! I bought this a few months back
to help me with life on the farm. My Polaris has allowed me to accomplish many tasks around
the farm that normally I would have to ask for help to finish. Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by
Trudge from Polaris Sportsman review I have had my since September and have really enjoyed
it. I think it was a mid life crisis purchase, since I am 53 and needed something fun to play with. I
ride it every day. I leash up the dog, he runs and I ride. It is almost therapeutic, getting outside
and riding. The machine has been flawless. Starts great. Throttles great with lots of power. A
very stable ride. My is a base model, I bought a PS for my wife. I love the power steering. Will be
adding power steering to mine soon. Polaris did a good job on these machines. Lots of value
built in. I would buy them again. Great buyer experience. I asked them to fix my quad. And they

pretty much gave back and had to fix on my own. I got stuck and the rear right axle broke. The
front brakes support bent on the quad cause brake issues. I have bleed the lines and replaced
all parts at my cost and labor. So now I cant get full spongeness out and the brake lights won't
go out. Not happy. Definitely would like my money back deal. It not 4 mo old. It has totally taken
me off any Polaris rides. Totally disappointed and up set with the not good service at this
dealership. I will never buy another product from Polaris again Takes a bit to get use to the
engine braking with having to literally having to use the throttle to go down hill as completely
opposite to what I was use to but otherwise the unit has been great. The suspension is a bit soft
on this machine compared to my last one and I find it seems too bottoms out easier which with
a load on it seems at times a little jarring. Rated 1 out of 5 by Amber23 from Poor cooling
system I bought the Polaris Sportsmen in March and I have been having major overheating
issues. No matter what condition I ride in the thing will over heat within about 25 minutes of
ridding. There is clearly something majorly wrong with the machine. Already looking into
getting rid of the thing. The ATV would not start. Returned to the Dealer and they said the
battery froze. I replaced battery with an AGM should be standard so the issue would not return
and less than a week later I had more starting issues leaving us stranded. Returned to the
dealer again and they were finally able to diagnose that it had a bad starter and a bad solenoid.
These issues were poor craftsmanship at the manufacturing site. We were very disappointed by
the experience as we bought new to avoid running issues. Rated 5 out of 5 by Rebel leader from
Everything I needed My sportsman was my first new quad. I've been looking at used for a long
time and decided I didn't want someone else's headache. Best thing I've done as far as atvs go.
Fuel injection fires right up. Display is easy to read and use. Suspension soaks up the trails and
the winch helps get my buddies out. I use it to pull jet skis and my bass tracker in and out of the
lake with no problem at all. I've had polaris snowmobiles and they r awesome but this gets used
way more. Excellent buy and the price was right with 5 years of bumper to bumper. No worries
here!! Thanks Date published: Polaris would not cover under warrantee. The brakes squeak
relentlessly and the starter barely has enough power to turn the engine over. Battery is located
in the dumbest place imaginable. Performance is very good, but if the axles and other
components wont stand up to the power what is the point? The original warrantee claim was
denied, telling me that Polaris does not stand behind their products. This ATV broke axles at 25
hours being operated in less aggressive fashion commonly illustrated on countless Polaris
advertisements Date published: Build Get Local Price. Menu Menu. Sportsman Watch Video. It
can handle every project and every trail and obstacle I have put it through. Factory-Installed
Packages Available. Limited Availability. WIDTH 48". Options Sage Green. View More View Less.
Get Local Price. Sportsman EPS. Options Zenith Blue. Sportsman Premium. Options Titanium
Metallic. Sportsman Hunt Edition. Options Polaris Pursuit Camo. Sportsman Trail. Options Onyx
Black. Options Stealth Gray. Sportsman Ultimate Trail Limited Edition. Options Pearl White.
View Accessories. Explore Gallery. Compare ATV Models. Inventory Search. View Special
Offers. Estimate Trade-In. Shop Accessories. You May Also be Interested In:. The easiest way
into off-road's premier family of sport-utility side-by-sides. Take your journey to the top. The
switch and its location vary based on model. The switch on models equipped with a lockable
differential has a third position for turf mode. In turf mode, only one rear wheel is a drive wheel.
Press and release the top of the switch to toggle through the drive mode options, which display
in the information center of the gauge for several seconds. When the switch is released, the
drive mode displayed in the information center is the active drive mode. When the switch is set
to AWD, the vehicle is in All-Wheel Drive and the 4x4 indicator in the instrument cluster will be
on. When the rear wheels regain traction, the front gearcase automatically will disengage. If the
switch is turned off while the front gearcase is moving, it will not disengage until the rear
wheels regain traction. Engage the AWD switch before getting into conditions in which front
wheel drive may be needed. If the rear wheels are spinning, release the throttle before switching
to AWD. Switching to AWD while the rear wheels are spinning or slipping may cause severe
drive shaft and gearcase damage. Always switch to AWD while the rear wheels have traction or
are at rest. If the switch is turned off while the front hubs are driving, they will not release until
the rear wheels regain traction. In some situations, the front gearcase may remain locked after
turning the AWD switch off. If this occurs, you may notice increased steering effort and some
vehicle speed restriction. Perform the following procedure to unlock the front gearcase. Slow
the vehicle to nearly stopped before engaging the differential. Operating in 2WD on vehicles
equipped with turf mode will lock the rear differential, meaning both rear wheels rotate at the
same speed. Using 2WD in slippery or low traction conditions helps improve traction. Move the
rocker switch to the center position 2WD to operate in rear-wheel drive. Both rear wheels will
rotate at the same speed. Press the bottom of the switch to unlock the differential and allow the
rear drive wheels to operate independently in turf mode. This mode of operation is well-suited to

turf driving or whenever aggressive traction is not required. When operating in turf mode, the
inside rear wheel will rotate independently from the outside wheel during turns. Operate in turf
mode only as needed to protect smooth, level surfaces from tire damage. Do not operate in turf
mode when climbing or descending hills, when sidehilling or when operating on uneven, loose
or slippery terrain such as grand, gravel, ice, snow, obstacles and water crossings. Operating in
turf mode when on sloped, uneven or loose terrain could cause loss of control and result in
serious injury or death. One rear wheel may slip and lose traction or may lift up and grab when
it touches the ground again. Always operate in AWD on these types of terrain. EBS
automatically leverages compression from the engine to help maintain the speed of the vehicle
as it drives. EBS works without any user input. EBS is useful when driving in hilly terrain or
pulling a load. It is also useful for drivers who get in and out of the vehicle frequently, such as
farmers or groundskeepers, and is beneficial to riders who want an easier, smoother driving
experience. To find out if your vehicle is equipped with EBS, check the specifications page for
your model on the Polaris Off Road website or ask your Polaris Dealer. Always move the 4x4
switch to ADC 4x4 before ascending or descending a hill. The ADC system allows engine
braking to all four wheels when the vehicle descends a hill or incline. Always operate in low
gear and engage ADC 4x4 before ascending or descending a hill. The vehicle will accelerate
harder with less throttle movement. Best for when the operator wants more precision over
vehicle acceleration. This drive mode is recommended to be used when backing up with a
trailer, driving over rough terrain, or loading vehicle on a trailer. Regardless of the selected
throttle control setting, always use low gear for any of the following conditions:. Skip to content
Skip to navigation Skip to footer. More information on ADC can be found below. Press and
release the bottom of the switch to toggle to a previous option. There is no limit to the length of
time the vehicle may remain in AWD. Stop the vehicle. Operate in reverse for at least 10 feet 3
meters. Stop completely. Shift into low gear and drive forward. The ADC system automatically
will engage when all four of the following conditions occur: The 4x4 switch must be in the ADC
4x4 position. The throttle must be closed throttle lever released. The transmission must be in
gear high, low or reverse. The ADC system automatically will disengage if at least one of the
following conditions occur: The 4x4 switch is moved out of the ADC 4x4 position. The throttle is
open throttle is applied. The transmission is shifted to neutral or park. X2 models: The vehicle is
on flat ground or not actively descending a hill. The ADC system automatically will disengage if
at least one of the following conditions occur: The drive mode is changed from the ADC 4x4
position. Standard Mode: Use this for the majority of your driving. Thank you. Your comments
are important for us. We will review your suggestions to see how we can improve this article.
Was this article helpful? Yes, it answers my question. No, it's missing information or visuals.
No, the instructions are unclear. No, What are the next steps? No, I'm experiencing a technical
error. We'd love to hear your suggestions. Parts, Accessories and Apparel. Owner's Manuals.
Safety Information. Polaris Protection Plan. Polaris Lubricants. The switch and its location vary
based on model. The switch on models equipped with a lockable differential has a third position
for turf mode. In turf mode, only one rear wheel is a drive wheel. Press and release the top of the
switch to toggle through the drive mode options, which display in the information center of the
gauge for several seconds. When the switch is released, the drive mode displayed in the
information center is the active drive mode. When the switch is set to AWD, the vehicle is in
All-Wheel Drive and the 4x4 indicator in the instrument cluster will be on. When the rear wheels
regain traction, the front gearcase automatically will disengage. If the switch is turned off while
the front gearcase is moving, it will not disengage until the rear wheels regain traction. Engage
the AWD switch before getting into conditions in which front wheel drive may be needed. If the
rear wheels are spinning, release the throttle before switching to AWD. Switching to AWD while
the rear wheels are spinning or slipping may cause severe drive shaft and gearcase damage.
Always switch to AWD while the rear wheels have traction or are at rest. If the switch is turned
off while the front hubs are driving, they will not release until the rear wheels regain traction. In
some situations, the front gearcase may remain locked after turning the AWD switch off. If this
occurs, you may notice increased steering effort and some vehicle speed restriction. Perform
the following procedure to unlock the front gearcase. Slow the vehicle to nearly stopped before
engaging the differential. Operating in 2WD on vehicles equipped with turf mode will lock the
rear differential, meaning both rear wheels rotate at the same speed. Using 2WD in slippery or
low traction conditions helps improve traction. Move the rocker switch to the center position
2WD to operate in rear-wheel drive. Both rear wheels will rotate at the same speed. Press the
bottom of the switch to unlock the differential and allow the rear drive wheels to operate
independently in turf mode. This mode of operation is well-suited to turf driving or whenever
aggressive traction is not required. When operating in turf mode, the inside rear wheel will
rotate independently from the outside wheel during turns. Operate in turf mode only as needed

to protect smooth, level surfaces from tire damage. Do not operate in turf mode when climbing
or descending hills, when sidehilling or when operating on uneven, loose or slippery terrain
such as grand, gravel, ice, snow, obstacles and water crossings. Operating in turf mode when
on sloped, uneven or loose terrain could cause loss of control and result in serious injury or
death. One rear wheel may slip and lose traction or may lift up and grab when it touches the
ground again. Always operate in AWD on these types of terrain. EBS automatically leverages
compression from the engine to help maintain the speed of the vehicle as it drives. EBS works
without any user input. EBS is useful when driving in hilly terrain or pulling a load. It is also
useful for drivers who get in and out of the vehicle frequently, such as farmers or
groundskeepers, and is beneficial to riders who want an easier, smoother driving experience.
To find out if your vehicle is equipped with EBS, check the specifications page for your model
on the Polaris Off Road website or ask your Polaris Dealer. Always move the 4x4 switch to ADC
4x4 before ascending or descending a hill. The ADC system allows engine braking to all four
wheels when the vehicle descends a hill or incline. Always operate in low gear and engage ADC
4x4 before ascending or descending a hill. The vehicle will accelerate harder with less throttle
movement. Best for when the operator wants more precision over vehicle acceleration. This
drive mode is recommended to be used when backing up with a trailer, driving over rough
terrain, or loading vehicle on a trailer. Regardless of the selected throttle control setting, always
use low gear for any of the following conditions:. Your comments are important for us. We will
review your suggestions to see how we can improve this article. Skip to content Skip to
navigation Skip to footer. More information on ADC can be found below. Press and release the
bottom of the switch to toggle to a previous option. There is no limit to the length of time the
vehicle may remain in AWD. Stop the vehicle. Operate in reverse for at least 10 feet 3 meters.
Stop completely. Shift into low gear and drive forward. The ADC system automatically will
engage when all four of the following conditions occur: The 4x4 switch must be in the ADC 4x4
position. The
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throttle must be closed throttle lever released. The transmission must be in gear high, low or
reverse. The ADC system automatically will disengage if at least one of the following conditions
occur: The 4x4 switch is moved out of the ADC 4x4 position. The throttle is open throttle is
applied. The transmission is shifted to neutral or park. X2 models: The vehicle is on flat ground
or not actively descending a hill. The ADC system automatically will disengage if at least one of
the following conditions occur: The drive mode is changed from the ADC 4x4 position. Standard
Mode: Use this for the majority of your driving. Thank you. Was this article helpful? Yes, it
answers my question. No, it's missing information or visuals. No, the instructions are unclear.
No, What are the next steps? No, I'm experiencing a technical error. We'd love to hear your
suggestions. Parts, Accessories and Apparel. Owner's Manuals. Safety Information. Polaris
Protection Plan. Special Offers. Polaris Lubricants.

